
 
 
 

   

 

eMazzanti Named a 2019 Tech Elite 250 IT Solution 

Provider by CRN® 

High-level, customer-beneficial technical certifications from top technology vendors land 

eMazzanti on this year’s Tech Elite 250 list 

 

Hoboken, New Jersey -- (Cision) March 26, 2019 - eMazzanti 

Technologies, a NYC area managed IT service provider (MSP), IT 

consultant, and cloud services company, is proud to announce that 

CRN®, a brand of The Channel Company, has named eMazzanti 

Technologies to its 2019 Tech Elite 250 list.  

 

Since 2011, CRN has recognized North American-based solution 

providers and resellers who have differentiated themselves with the 

Tech Elite 250. These IT services and solution providers have attained 

some of the highest-level certifications and specializations from top 

technology vendors. 

 

“The Tech Elite designation provides solid evidence to our customers 

that they are receiving world-class IT services,” stated Jennifer 

Mazzanti, CEO, eMazzanti Technologies. “Our technicians are 

constantly upgrading their technical knowledge and certifications.” 

 

To compile the annual list, The Channel Company's research group 

and CRN editors work together to identify the most customer-beneficial technical certifications in the 

North American IT channel. Companies who have obtained these elite designations—which enable 

solution providers to deliver premium products, services and customer support—are then selected from 

a pool of online applicants.  

 

“CRN’s Tech Elite 250 list recognizes solution providers with extensive technical knowledge and 

premier certifications,” said Bob Skelley, CEO of The Channel Company. “Pursuit of vendor 

certifications and broader skill sets in a wide range of technologies and IT practices, proves a solution 

provider is committed to delivering maximum business value from those technologies and giving their 

customers the highest level of service.” 

 

eMazzanti Technologies holds elite certifications with Microsoft, HP Enterprise and WatchGuard 

Technologies among others. Notably, the company was recently ranked as the #1 NYC Managed 

Service Provider by Clutch, a Washington, D.C. based ratings and review platform. 
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Business leaders interested in learning more about eMazzanti’s award-winning retail IT services, 

manufacturing and distribution IT, and government IT infrastructure solutions can check out the 

eMazzanti Technologies website. 

 

Related resource information: 
 
eMazzanti Technologies Launches Messaging Architects to Strengthen Information Governance 
Offerings 
 
Keep your devices and data safe using these simple security best practices 
 
About eMazzanti Technologies 

 

eMazzanti’s team of trained, certified IT experts rapidly deliver increased revenue growth, data security 

and productivity for clients ranging from law firms to high-end global retailers, expertly providing 

advanced retail and payment technology, digital marketing services, cloud and mobile solutions, multi-

site implementations, 24×7 outsourced network management, remote monitoring and support. 

 

eMazzanti has made the Inc. 5000 list eight consecutive years, is a 3X Microsoft Partner of the Year, 

the #1 Ranked NYC Managed Service Provider, NJ Business of the Year, and 5X WatchGuard Partner of 

the Year! Contact: 1-866-362-9926, info@emazzanti.net or http://www.emazzanti.net Twitter: 

@emazzanti Facebook: Facebook.com/emazzantitechnologies. 
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